
This version of the Illusion workshop is for those using hand-dyed gradations or gradations you have put together 
from your collection of commercial fabrics. If you are using “Essential Gradations” from Benartex, or other ombre 
yardage, CLICK HERE.  NOTE: This will take you to a different PDF file. Please be patient while the file loads.

http://www.bryerpatch.com/faq/Illusion/IllusionWorkshop_Gradations.pdf




History
where did she get this crazy idea?

Chapter 1: Getting Started:
cutting your pattern and fabric strips

Chapter 2: Square A
sewing triangles and making square A

Chapter 3: Square B 
sewing triangles and making square A

Chapter 4: Slice & Dice
cutting and rearranging your rectangles

Chapter 5: Assembling the Quilt Top
sewing strips together & adding borders

Chapter 6:  Quilting 
plus finishing and binding

Chapter 7:  Combining Illusions
Expanding on this technique

About the Author

http://www.bryerpatch.com/about/about.htm






The idea for Illusions began in 1990…. Four years into my High Tech Tucks series.

For the High Tech Tucks quilts, I used a pieced background made from my hand 

dyed fabrics.



After the background was pieced...



I made a series of "tucks" using my hand dyed gradations. 

The tucks have one gradation on the top side and a second 

gradation on the bottom side. Here they are hanging on a rack 

with the colors in order.



The pieced background was cut into 1.5" wide strips...



and pieced back together with a tuck in each seam allowance.



The tucks were twisted to form three-dimensional elements in the finished quilt.

High Tech Tucks #32 • © 1991 Caryl Bryer Fallert • CLICK HERE for the whole story

http://www.bryerpatch.com/images/quiltrecords/htt32/HighTechTucks32.htm


Since 1986, Caryl has made more than 200 quilts in this style.
CLICK HERE to see all of Caryl's High Tech Tucks quilts

http://www.bryerpatch.com/images/quiltrecords/htt32/HighTechTucks32.htm


Then I got another crazy idea.



What if I started with two squares?



Square A would be white with a black triangle.



Square B would be black with a white triangle.



Then what if I used my hand dyed fabrics… 



And threw in some gradations.





Square B is a reverse image of Square A.

Square A is a dark triangle on a light background and square B is a light triangle on a dark 
background. The dark background is solid black, the other background and triangles fade 
from dark to light with the highest contrast falling along the line between the triangles and 
backgrounds. 



Now suppose I cut both of them into 1.5" wide strips...



and rearranged them...alternating strips 

from Square A and Square B...



and then what if I sewed them together...



and then what if I sewed them together with a tuck in each seam allowance.  

What would that look like?



This became High Tech Tucks #25



Then I made it bigger and threw in a gradation of rainbow colors.



I made an even larger version next...



and continued experimenting with ways to alternate strips.



Eventually I tried the alternating strips and triangles without the tucks.



Without the tucks, I liked it better 

with a vertical orientation



I added a border and 

the Illusion series 

was born.













You can also combine

Illusions and make it

really, really big.



My first group of Illusions were all made from my 

one-of-a-kind hand painted and hand dyed fabrics.



In 2003, I started licensing my original designs to Benartex.  As my 

various collections of commercial fabric came out, I started using them. 



If you put these side-by side you probably wouldn’t be able 

to see the difference.



Caryl has created two different versions of the Illusion instructions:

If you are working with hand-dyed gradations or gradations you have 
put together from your collection of commercial fabrics, CLICK HERE.

If you are working with “Essential 
Gradations” or other ombre yardage, 
CLICK HERE. NOTE: This will take you to a 
different PDF file. Please be patient while 
the file loads.

As of May 2018 this fabric was available at: 
Joy’s Fabrics and Quilts and several other 
online vendors. Google “Essential 
Gradations” or ombre fabrics.

http://www.bryerpatch.com/faq/Illusion/IllusionWorkshop_Gradations.pdf
http://joysfabrics.com/CBFGradationsI.htm




To download the full size pattern CLICK HERE. 
This is a 5M file, so it may take a minute to download, depending 
of the speed of your internet connection. Please be patient.

This pattern may be copied or printed, for your personal, non-
commercial use. The original pattern was printed on 24” x 36” 
freezer paper,  making the rectangles approximately 7.5” wide 
by 15” high. This size works with 1½” strips, cut from fat quarters 
of hand-dyed fabric. You can make them smaller or larger to suit 
your needs. If you make them larger, you will need longer strips 
and will either need to make them wider or use more than 8 
colors. 

The instructions in this workshop are for working with freezer 
paper. You can trace the rectangles onto freezer paper or just 
use plain paper. 

http://www.bryerpatch.com/faq/Illusion/IllusionPattern_HandDyes.jpg










You can also print out three pages of written 
instructions.  For written instructions, CLICK HERE

http://www.bryerpatch.com/faq/Illusion/IllusionInstructions_HandDyes.pdf




































































If you are using plain paper, you may need to use pins or 
a little glue stick to hold the fabric strips in place while 
you get started. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































For a printable version 
of this quilt photo, 

CLICK HERE

http://www.bryerpatch.com/images/quiltrecords/Illusion37/Illusion37.htm


















































































For a printable 
picture and the 

whole story of this 
quilt, CLICK HERE.

http://www.bryerpatch.com/images/quiltrecords/Illusion2/Illusion2.htm




To see all of Caryl’s Illusion quilts plus close-up details and the 

whole story of each one CLICK HERE.

http://www.bryerpatch.com/gallery/illusion_quilts.htm


These are three of  my most recent Illusions





Like most of  the quilts in 

this series, Illusion #48 

is quilted with elaborate 

feathers and decorative 

background patterns.







Illusion #49 is the 

exception to the rule. 

The border fabric is 

the only fabric in the 

whole series that is 

not designed by me. 

I just loved this print

and let the quilting 

grow out of  the lines 

and circles in the 

border fabric











In Illusion #50 I went back to feathers again,

And quilted them in fluorescent yellow thread

So they would stand out against the busy print 

from my Multi-Tye-Dye collection.





The background is quilted in an overall fan pattern.





Illusions eventually evolved into this pattern 



and one of my most popular workshops of all time. 
Even though I’m not teaching kit classes anymore, I have a 
complete workshop on CD available to go with the 
pattern. 
It’s like having me sitting on your sewing machine, 
showing you every step of the process.

and one of my most popular workshops of all time. 

Since I’m not teaching hands-on classes any more, 

I am offering the whole workshop free of charge on 

my website. 



http://www.bryerpatch.com/
http://www.bryerpatch.com/faq/faq.htm

